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				Aerial and Satellite Installation Specialists

Welcome to Antenna Systems. Installation specialists in aerials and satellite dishes accross the United Kingdom.

Call Us Today 07989 123456



		        
        
                    


        


		
		        
        
                    


        


		
Sky Installation


FreeSAT Installation


Aerial Installation


TV Wall Mounting





		        
        
                    


        


		
		        
        
                    


        


		
At Antenna Systems, we have the skills and knowledge to fit all types of TV aerial installation. These include Freesat fitting and repairs, TV wall mount installations and Sky TV satellite installation. We’re up for the job no matter how difficult it is. Whether it’s a basic fitting or a complex one, we are experts in the field and will be able to get the job done quickly and efficiently. Our team are professional and trained individuals who can provide you with:




	Free quotes on new installations
	A helpful and friendly member of our team to complete your fitting
	Expert knowledge in finding faults and fixing the problems
	A quick turnaround time in the case of an emergency





Aerial and Satellite Installation in your area




When it comes to a new aerial installation, it’s normally something you want done pretty quickly. We aim to be with you as soon as possible after you contact us. We pride ourselves on a quick response time and thrive off of customer satisfaction. If you’re just looking for a quote, we will provide this free of charge and won’t put you under any pressure to get the work done. We can promise a great reception on all of our installations. If you do find that you are experiencing any problems, our team are happy to return and sort the issue out for you.




TV Satellite and Aerial repairs in your area




One of the worst things to happen is for your aerial or satellite to stop working. We know that after a busy day, all you want to do is chill out and watch the TV – but how can you do this with a broken aerial? With Antenna Systems, you won’t have to worry about waiting a long time for it to be repaired. Subject to the time that you notice your aerial or satellite is broken, we will get to you as soon as we can. 




We ensure that we work at the highest quality for every job. Just because we arrive quickly and get the job done fast, it doesn’t mean you miss out on an exceptional standard of work. All of our team are trained to fix the issue and test it to see if it’s properly working before they leave your property.




TV Wall mounting service




Our TV installation experts can safely help you with any TV Wall mount installation or flat screen TV installation. We use strong and safe brackets to ensure your TV is safe wherever you choose to put it. We have worked on multiple TV installations, placing them on plasterboard and brick walls. 




A wall mounted TV can make the room look much bigger as well as offer an out of the way space to put your TV in. In some spaces, having a TV on a unit just isn’t ideal and can take up too much room. With our service, you can feel safe knowing your TV is securely attached to the wall and there is no risk of falls or damage to your wall.




Why choose Antenna Systems?




We believe that our team are trained to the highest standard and are available to complete any job that comes our way. We continuously work closely with our customers to make sure they are happy with our services and to find out if there are any questions they have. So why should you choose us?:




Experience




We have an incredible amount of experience in all of the services we offer. When you call Antenna Systems to complete a job for you, you can chill out and relax whilst we get the problem or installation sorted. There won’t be any need for you to hang around and watch (only if you want to)! You can trust us to get the job done properly without any problem occurring afterwards!




Equipped for the job




We use only the best tools and equipment for installations and repairs. The last thing we want is for our tools to let us down. When a member of our team comes to your property, they will be fully equipped with everything they need. This means no running back and forth to grab other items! Being prepared is key in our job as we know that repairs need to be completed in an expert manner.




We know your area




It’s important that we have a wide knowledge of the areas we are working in. In situations to do with poor reception, it’s essential that we know the area well to identify if it’s an issue with the location or just to do with a single property. We have worked with multiple customers in different locations in the past. 




We are insured




Antenna Systems is a fully insured business – offering you peace of mind when it comes to choosing us. We offer the best possible service to all of our customers and leave all of our jobs knowing they are as safe as they can possibly be. 




Price matching your offers




If you already have a quote from another company but wish to use Antenna Systems for your installations and repairs, we will happily price match it for you. This is our way of saying thank you for using our business. We appreciate all of our customers and that’s why we work at such a high standard. 




If you’re interested in using Antenna System’s services, please don’t hesitate to get in touch. We will offer you a free quote for the work you need completing and schedule in a time that works for you. Our customers are under no pressure to go ahead with the work that we quote for. Instead, we will leave you to contact us if you choose to accept the quote.




You don’t have to be looking for a quote. If you have any general questions that you’d like to ask us, ask way! Our team are on hand to answer any questions or queries you may have. We’re happy to listen to the problems you’re experiencing and offer you a cost-effective and helpful solution in the long run.
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What Our Customers Say
Amazing Service - Sorted Within The Hour


We had a problem with our aerial. We called up at 9am and they were here just after lunch time. They found the problem to be a dodgy aerial booster on the roof. They quickly replaced it and were on their way. First class service and the price was competitive too.





Paul Hogden -  Cambridge
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